Portuguese Language
Course Syllabus

Beginner
Level 1
Communicative aims
–Greeting someone and responding to greetings
-Making and understanding formal and informal introductions
-Giving information about yourself and someone else, nationality, birthday,
occupation
–Asking, accepting and declining offers of food and drink when ordering in a café
Linguistic aims
– The alphabet
– Personal and interrogative pronouns
– Definite / indefinite articles – o(s), a(s), um (uns), uma (umas)
– Nouns and adjectives – gender agreement
– Numbers from 0 to 101
– Simple Present tense of regular verbs pertinent to topics
– Singular and plural – basic rules
Cultural aspects
– Types of coffees and most popular snacks in Portugal and Brazil

Elementary
Level 2
Communicative aims
– Greeting and introducing yourself to a colleague giving personal details
– Describing people’s appearance and personality
– Giving, asking for, and understanding information about hobbies and interests
stating when, where, with whom, and how often you do things
– Exploring typical fruits and food in a street food market in Portuguese speaking
countries
Linguistic aims
– Vocabulary for food and drinks
– Adjectives to describe people and food
– Comparatives – Gosto mais de… / menos de …
– Days of the week, months and seasons
– Structure of questions and interrogative pronouns – Quantos, Quantas, qual, etc.
– Introduction of some regular and irregular verbs in the Present Tense.
– Singular and Plural – words that finish in ‘s’
Cultural aspects
-The street food markets in Portuguese speaking countries

Level 3
Communicative aims
– Speaking about yourself, friends and immediate family members giving basic
information about them
– Asking for and telling the time
– Describing your daily routine and asking about someone else’s daily routine,
saying how often you do things at weekdays and weekends
– In the coffee shop
– Ordering drinks and snacks, offering someone a drink and thanking, asking for
the bill
Linguistic aims
– Possessive pronouns: Meu, teu, nosso…
– Reflexive verbs – levantar-se, lavar-se, vestir-se…
– Advérbios de tempo: depois, então, em seguida…
– Adjectives to describe food: noun + adjective agreement
– The Present Tense – verbs ending in ‘AR’, ‘ER’, ‘IR’ pertinent to topics being
covered
– Polite way to ask: Poderia… Queria… Gostaria de…
– Singular and Plural – words that finish in ‘ão’
Cultural aspects
- Diverse lifestyles

Level 4
Communicative aims
– Saying what there is in your city, describing features of interest, character,
amenities
– Asking for and giving directions, saying where a place is, talking about distances
– Asking for and understanding information about how to get to places using
different means of
transport and how long the journey takes
– Shopping for food – Shopping for fruit, vegetables and groceries, specifying
weights and
measures and inquiring about prices and means of payment
Linguistic aims
– Ordinal numbers: primeiro/a, segundo/a, terceiro/a…
– Verb ‘Haver’ impersonal – Há…
– Nouns / Adjectives to name/describe places and food
– Pronomes Indefinidos – algum, nenhum, nada
– Prepositions of place – perto, longe, ao lado de…/ Advérbios de lugar – aqui, cá,
ai, ali,
– Demonstrativos invariáveis – isto, isso, aquilo e variáveis – este, essa, aquele…
– Present tense of irregular verbs: ‘ficar’, ‘seguir’, ‘ir’, preferir
– Plural – words that finish in ‘r’
Cultural aspects
- Cities and historical monuments

Level 5
Communicative aims
– Saying where you live – describing your house, its location, details of rooms,
furniture, garden
– Giving, asking for, and understanding information about eating out in a restaurant, including reserving a table, ordering and expressing likes and dislikes in food
and drink, paying and making a complaint, giving reasons
– Comparing your own typical cuisine with that of a Portuguese speaking country,
expressing opinion
Linguistic aims
–Vocabulary for types of accommodation and contents
– Adjectives to describe homes, places, landscapes
– The past participle of some verbs: estragado, cozido, mal-passado…
– Numbers to 1000
– Introduction to the Simple Past Tense of some regular and irregular verbs: ir,
reservar, comer
– Polite forms of address:, Poderia, queria, gostaria de…
– Plural of days of the week
Cultural aspects
- Comparing typical dishes from Portugal and Brazil with those of different nations

Level 6
Communicative aims
– Booking accommodation: asking about availability, giving details of
requirements such as when, for how long, and for how many people
– Asking for and understanding information about costs and charges, where
facilities are: restaurant, mealtimes, garage, lift, activities, including shows, local
tours, excursions
– Making and understanding complaints about inadequate accommodation or
services
– Talking about what you did and what happened in the past
Linguistic aims
– Vocabulary for types of accommodation and furniture
– The immediate future – Ir + infinitive – Vou visitar Portugal
– The past tense of some regular and irregular verbs
– Comparatives: mais do que…menos do que, tão quanto…
– Seasons and the weather forecast
– Plural – Nouns ending with ‘al’, ‘el’, ‘il’, ‘ol’, ‘ul’
Cultural aspects
- The world of entertainment

Level 7
Communicative aims
– Shopping for clothes and accessories – asking for particular goods including
description, price, quantity, size, colour, availability, means of payment
– Understanding advertisements about shops and shopping including opening
and closing times, special offers, discounts, sales
– Making a complaint about unsatisfactory goods, giving reasons
– Asking for a refund or replacement for unsatisfactory goods
– Speaking about how things used to be in the past
Linguistic aims
– Vocabulary of clothes, fabrics, colours and patterns
– The present continuous: Estou usando…
– Opposites: grande/pequeno…largo/apertado
– Comparatives os superiority, inferiority, equality: Tão bonito quanto…
– The Imperfect: Eu era…e tinha…e usava…
– Plural of colours
Cultural aspects
– Comparing: Fashion in the 60s and 70s and today

Level 8
Communicative aims
– Arranging and undertaking travel confidently, buying tickets and giving details:
destination, single or return, class, day of travel, time of arrival and departure,
costs
– Obtain and understand information from maps, timetables, announcements and
simple signs
– Obtaining help in case of lost, stolen or misplaced luggage, saying what has
been lost or misplaced describing the item: what it is made of, size, colour, make,
contents
– Talking about past holidays and leisure activities
Linguistic aims
-Types of public transport, types of common tickets
– Check in and check out procedures
– Language for enquiring and complaining, describing and comparing
– The past tense of regular and irregular verbs pertinent to topic
– Immediate future – Ir + Infinitive – Vou visitar a Ilha da Madeira…
– Prepositions – a/ para/ por / de/ a
– Adverbs of intensity – muito, bastante, quase, demasiado…
– Plural of diminutives: barzinho – barezinhos
Cultural aspects
– Biographies of famous people from Portuguese speaking countries

Pre-Intermediate
Level 9
Communicative aims
– Giving information about how you feel: unwell, ill, better, cold, tired, and
making an appointment to see a doctor, dentist or visiting a chemist, including
asking questions, describing common ailments and understanding guidance for
treatment
– Learning how to access everyday medical and wider emergency services in
Brazil and Portugal
– Pursuing a health living: discussing eating habits and exchanging information
about healthy meals and how to prepare them
Linguistic aims
– Parts of the body
– Over the counter medication
– Verb + preposition– Estar com…
– The Past Continuous
– Direct Object Pronouns – o, a, os, as
– The Imperative – Affirmative and Negative
– Plural: Substântivos compostos unidos por preposição
Cultural aspects
– Men and nature: the natural alternatives

Level 10
Communicative aims
– Giving information on particular localities in a Portuguese speaking country,
identifying what is there in the area for tourists/young people to do and see,
excursions, visits, festivals
– Speaking about places you may have visited before and expressing opinions
about the locality
– Using social media and other means of communication to send and decline
invitations, to relay and receive information and to do basic research
– Exploring ideas to live and work abroad
Linguistic aims
– Language for description of places, weather description, appointments,
telephone communication, information technology
– Conditional with Modal verbs – Deveria…Poderia…Teria
– Direct Object Pronouns – me, te, nos, lhe, lhes
– The Imperfect – contrasting the present and the past tenses
– Relative Pronouns: que, cujo, cuja…
– Plural – Compostos formados por dois adjetivos
Cultural aspects
– Exploring customs, festivals and culinary specialities

Level 11
Communicative aims
– Understanding and giving opinions about environmental issues: reasons for
pollution such as lack of recycling, too much packaging, overuse of energy, global
warming, traffic congestion
– Discussing factors which might lead to an ideal environment and simple ways to
improve it and how it would impact on the economy and society as a whole
– Exploring music relating to nature and musical instruments made from recycled
materials
– Discussing what you do in your spare time and the reasons behind your choices
Linguistic aims
– Language to describe environmental issues
– Conditional with modal verbs
– The Imperfect – Subjunctive
– Conjunctions: adversativas, subordinativas
– Plural of words that end in ‘m’ and ‘n’
Cultural aspects
- The world around us

Level 12
Communicative aims
– Talking about holidays, activities and interests, including tourist attractions and
entertainments, national/regional cuisine
– Exploring important festivals and celebrations in the Portuguese speaking
countries
– Expressing wishes, doubts, hopes, giving opinions and participating in
discussions/debates about your future plans in coming months
– Reading short literary ‘contos’ and relating a resumé to the class
Linguistic aims
– Colloquial language and expressions
– The Present Subjunctive
– Verb voices – Active x passive
– Indirect Object Pronoun: para mim…para ele…comigo…
– Plural of Verbs + nouns: beija-flores
Cultural aspects
– Festivals and celebrations in the Portuguese speaking countries

Intermediate
Level 13
Communicative aims
– Describing what you and other people in your family do to help around the
house
–Your and other people’s character and personality, including the personality of
famous people
– Understanding information and expressing opinions about TV programs, radio,
music, performers and personalities
– Making arrangements to go out, including invitation, location, time and
suggestions of leisure activities and public events such as theatre, films, dances

Linguistic aims
– The language of communication
– Adjectives to describe people and personalities
– Verb: Future Subjunctive
– Conjunctions: Por causa de… Apesar de….
– Plural de palavras que indicam forma, espécie ou finalidade: pombos-correio
Cultural aspects
– The artistic scene

Level 14
Communicative aims
– Conveying long term career plans and intentions: working/living abroad
– The advantages and disadvantages of different occupations, wages, working
conditions, prospects – seeking a job, looking at advertisements in a foreign
country
– Leaving a simple telephone message, making arrangements to be contacted by
phone, message or e-mail
– Art, music and literature in Brazil, Portugal and other Portuguese-speaking
nations
Linguistic aims
– The language of job advertisements and IT
– Conjunctions – conclusivas: logo, portanto… and adversativas: porém, todavia…
– The Future Subjunctive
– Plural – Exceptions to the rules
Cultural aspects
– Socio-economic issues in Portuguese speaking nations

Level 15
Communicative aims
– Giving, asking for and understanding opinions about sporting events, including
watching and taking part
– Sports, leisure facilities including times, prices and ambience
– Radical sports and issues of safety
– The qualities of a good friend or relationships
– Narrating the main features of a book, newspaper, television or radio
programme, film or play
Linguistic aims
– The language of sports and fitness
– Adverbs that finish in ‘mente’: perigosamente, intensamente…
– The Perfect Tense: Tenho praticado esportes…
– Using the Subjuntive – Indirect speech: Ele disse que…
Cultural aspects
– The world of sports and fitness

Level 16
Communicative aims
– Discussing issues associated with media pressure: how to look, what to wear and
its impact on one’s well-being
– The advantages and disadvantages of country versus city living
– The advantages and disadvantages of having a break in work/study for one’s
health
– Giving and understanding opinions about general advertisements and TV
broadcasts about food and health
– Discussing issues associated with equal opportunities: gender or race at school
or work
Linguistic aims
– The language to describe health and well-being
– Adjectives to describe places
– Plusperfect Preterite– Pretérito mais que perfeito composto: tinha falado…
– The language of advertisements
– Conjunctions to express causes and consequences – em decorrència de…
porisso…
Cultural aspects
– Social issues: equal opportunities

Upper Intermediate
Level 17
Communicative aims
- Exploring Portuguese regions and their heritage, landscapes, historical sites,
buildings and monuments
- Talking about the Portuguese identity: values, traditions, culture and rituals
observed in everyday life or on special occasions, in contrast with one’s personal
experiences and heritage
- Talking about the CPLP (Comunidade dos Países de Lingua Portuguesa) and its
contribution to the cultural and social development of the Lusophone nations
Linguistic aims
- The language to describe places, landscapes, monuments
- Building on adjetivos e locuções adjetivas – ‘região lacustre’ = ‘região de lagos’
- Introduction to Futuro Composto do Indicativo and consolidation of the Futuro
Simples
- Comparative and Superlative: mais novo, maior, menor, melhor, pior
Cultural aspects
– Portuguese heritage and the CPLP

Level 18
Communicative aims
- Exploring the Brazilian regions and their heritage, landscapes, native wildlife,
historical sites, buildings and monuments
- Talking about the Brazilian identity: values, traditions, culture and rituals
observed in everyday life or on special occasions, in contrast with the Portuguese
way of life and heritage
- Talking about plans and intentions to visit, live or work in Brazil or in Portugal
Linguistic aims
- The language to describe places, landscapes and monuments
- To introduce the Plusperfect Preterite- Pretérito mais que perfeito composto
- Consolidation of prepositions and locuções prepositivas
Cultural aspects
– Brazilian x Portuguese heritage and way of life

Level 19
Communicative aims
- Discussions on aspects of the contemporary society, looking at different patterns
and relationships
- Patterns of consumption – food, drink, health and leisure activities under the c
urrent world order and changes to communication in daily life
- Talking about plans and intentions, dreams and ambitions, saying what you have
or haven’t done and what could have been, but was not
Linguistic aims
- Consolidation of Participios regulares e irregulares
- Introduction to Infinitivo Pessoal and condicional pretérito – teria feito...
- Expressions of time and date, including constructions with há / desde / desde há
- Similes
Cultural aspects
– Communication and relationships in the contemporary society

Level 20
Communicative aims
- Looking into youth culture and the ways that young people conduct their lives,
their interests, styles, behaviours, music, beliefs, clothes and values and how they
differ from the main culture of older generations within society in Portuguese
speaking countries
- Talking about personal and entertainment preferences: in food, arts, literature,
sport
Linguistic aims
- Consolidation of the past tenses
- Consolidation of Pretérito Imperfeito e Mais-que-Perfeito Composto
- Adverbs that modify verbs, adverbs and adjectives
- Building on adjectives and locuções adjetivas
Cultural aspects
– Contrasting past cultures with the present in Lusophone nations

Level 21
Communicative aims
- Talking about the city we live in: how important the places in a city are and why
people need them, discussing the advantages and disadvantages of city x country
living
- How the weather affects people’s lives and behaviour in Portuguese speaking
nations
- Talking about how fragile is the concept of global village under the current state
of affairs
- Re-telling events of everyday news and occurrences in Portuguese speaking
countries, presenting viewpoints, developing arguments
Linguistic aims
- Forms with verbs ir, vir, haver de instead of the future (vou fazer..., hei de fazer...)
- Building on lexis – substantivos coletivos ; concretos e abstratos
- Introduction of Indirect Speech
Cultural aspects
– Events of everyday life in Lusophone nations

Level 22
Communicative aims
- Contemporary affairs: Talking about and expressing opinions on current issues
relating to culture, health, family and social life
- Using short documentaries, films and music to favour the development of the
auditory perception of the spoken language in real situations of conversation and
interaction in Portuguese
- Researching and speaking about artists, film makers, musicians and craftsmen
from Lusophone nations
Linguistic aims
- Building on verbs followed by an infinitive, with or without a preposition
- Introduction of the Infinitivo Pessoal – Flexionado
- Development of gist listening, speech and research into the Lusophonic world to
extract specific information and convey it to an audience
Cultural aspects
– Film, music, art and literature in Lusophone nations

